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GUYANA NEWS

Ramson Jr condemned over defence of Bamia school contract
-says new company can be example of success, accuses APNU+AFC of failing black community

By Stabroek News  November 30, 2021     

Minister of Culture, Youth and Sport Charles Ramson Jr has been
faced with a torrent of criticism over his statements in support of the
contentious award of a multi-million dollar contract, which he said
should be seen as an example of success to inspire black youth.

His comments, including the accusation that the former APNU+AFC
failed the black community, were made last Friday during an
appearance on the Hits and Jam 94.1 Boom FM afternoon
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programme, where he spoke in support of the award of the contract
to St8ment Investment Inc.

The company, owned by one of the programme’s hosts, Kerwin
Bollers, was recently awarded a $346 million contract for the
construction of the Bamia Primary School in Linden and there have
been questions about the process used to select the relatively new
company, which has no track record in construction.

The announcement of the award has attracted scrutiny over the
bona �des of the company.

“I know you have probably seen in the newspapers that a certain
company has been awarded a contract,” Bollers said during the
programme, triggering a response from Ramson.

“Here is what I want to say about that…,” Ramson began, indicating
that he was speaking as a politician and as leader in the country. He
then went on to state that he became a lawyer because he saw his
father was a lawyer.

His father is Senior Counsel Charles Ramson, who is a former
Attorney General.

“I admired the fact that he went to work every day, he would put on
his suit, he would put on his coat. I saw what kind of prosperous life
it brought for him. I saw how it helped to take care of his family, what
[were] the opportunities that provided for us,” Ramson continued.

“And I think that in the black community, young black kids also need
lots of examples of success because they have to be able to see that
there is a pathway in order for them to build that successful life. And
it bothers me a lot when I hear people who just came out of
government who spent 1.4 trillion dollars in this country and failed
the black community, failed the black community and still are
walking around the place saying things that they are, they have been
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capable or were capable of taking the black community…or giving
the leadership that would be able to create wealth in the country and
among the black community.

“And I am very disappointed to see when the companies that are
criticized, like yours [referring to Bollers], or I am very disappointed
when they are criticized from “black leaders” because they should be
far more supportive.”

At this point Bollers said “De�nitely” as Ramson continued. “…from
the point that seeing that this translates into success because what
it does it helps to create the examples of success that a lot of people
who once they see it they can be inspired by it.”

He then accused the opposition APNU+AFC of only talking about
politics and not being able to provide wealth for the black community
as he extolled the record of the government in transforming Guy-ana
and providing assets for Guyanese through the distribution of land.

Condemnation

Ramson’s comments have attracted widespread condemnation, with
both partners in the main opposition coalition APNU and AFC issuing
statements calling his comments offensive. Many have also taken to
social media to state that Guyana’s black youth have role models all
around them.

Ramson yesterday issued a video statement on his Facebook page
saying that his comments had been misconstrued as saying there
were no role models in the black community. He acknowledged that
there are thousands of Afro-Guyanese role models, including
persons who have shaped him, while saying that his statements
were in reference to the attack on St8tment.  

Opposition Leader Joseph Harmon, however, said he found the
comments by Ramson to be “biased, prejudicial and laced with racial
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undertones”.

“As Leader of the Opposition, I strongly condemn Ramson’s verbal
lientery. The belief by Ramson that he has the authority to speak on
such matters in the manner in which he did is not limited to him but
rather this mindset is pervasive in the PPP,” Harmon said in a
statement.

When contacted, prominent attorney Nigel Hughes told Stabroek
News that most black families have parents who get up and go to
work, just like Ramson’s father did. He noted that the fact Ramson’s
father wore a tie and someone else didn’t is immaterial or whether
the parent struggled to provide a better life for their children. He said
those parents are role models and a signi�cant amount of African
families have those identical role models.

“He could not be seriously suggesting that commercial enterprise
that was recently formed, with no history or capacity in the speci�c
�eld, that won tenders, that is the basis on which the African
community should aspire to become economically better off. He
could not seriously be suggesting that…,” Hughes told this
newspaper.

While he did not specify, Hughes was alluding to St8tment
Investment. During his comments, Ramson noted that Bollers hailed
from Essequibo and Lodge, and Rawle Ferguson, another of the
company’s owners, came from Plaisance, all areas “where you need
inspiration and the part of the problem that is coming from the PNC
and the APNU+AFC camp is that they don’t have examples of how
they have taught their own followership to be wealthy, they don’t
have the examples and they don’t know what to teach them..”

The AFC, in its statement, questioned “How are the masses of black
people, or even brown people, empowered here by generating wealth
for one elite black company formed the other day – St8ment
Investment Inc?”
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It pointed out that the awarding of the contract “incidentally, has
been critiqued by many commentators as not in accordance with
procurement requirements”

“The Minister seems most annoyed that the Opposition brought this
issue to the public’s attention in the �rst place. The scandal behind
what the Minister is saying though is what ought to be pored over. It
is that the Coalition government is wrong for representing all
Guyanese and equalizing the opportunity for all Guyanese to bene�t,
when they were o�ce. What the Minister insidiously suggests is that
the Coalition should have represented only its, Coalition, “fellowship”,”
the statement added.

St8ment was incorporated in March of this year and its principals are
Ferguson and Bollers, of Hits and Jams Entertainment along with
Aubrey ‘Shanghai’ Major and Kashif Muhammed of the Kashif and
Shanghai football tournament. They have all been linked to the ruling
PPP/C government.

Since taking o�ce last August, the PPP/C government has
appointed Major as Chairman of the Guyana Tourism Authority, while
Muhammed is Chairman of the National Sports Commission’s
board.

St8ment Investment is new in the industry and though its principals
have claimed to be working on a housing project, they have not
released any details about such.

According to the tender documents seen by this newspaper, bidders
were required to show that they had experience in work of similar
scope. That requirement raised further questions about how a
company without a track record could secure this project.

Bidders were required to include “…experience in works of a similar
nature and size for each of the last �ve (5) years, and details of work
underway or contractually committed.”

https://www.stabroeknews.com/2021/11/30/news/guyana/contractors-association-floated/
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Happy

Meanwhile, Hughes said he was happy that Ramson made the
statement because he has clearly raised the issue of the
disproportionate distribution of the economic resources between the
Indian and the African communities.

He described same as “…a matter of national concern upon which
we should commence a real discussion”.

And touching on the issue on his Facebook page, Guyanese
Professor at Ohio University in the United States Dr. Vibert
Cambridge said that it is unfortunate that Ramson, who is
responsible for the nation’s cultural development, “is consistent in
stoking divisiveness and not promoting or encouraging solidarity”. 
“At one time I excused the behaviour as exuberance and
inexperience. Now it appears as unacceptable patterned and
deliberate behavior,” he noted.
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Dr. Victor • 7 months ago

• Reply •

Why would I want to be wealthy by doing shoddy work for Guyanese taxpayers,
then I would be worse than Burnham , 
Some at this moment in time is worse than Burnham who was a rigger , he leave
a lot for them to distribute like the Robe of the saviour among themselves, they
will be passing on karma if they don't return every shrewd of taxpayers sweat 😓
, the taxpayers are poor Burnham paid for those assets by the sweat and
suffering of Guyanese, the PPPc should be ashamed to sell the textile mill to one
of theirs, young men and women could have had jobs 😢 for the young no hope
△ ▽
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ramjohn • 7 months ago

• Reply •

The truth of the matter is that Ramson is saying what many Guyanese on both
sides of the ethnic divide are saying. That more Afro Guyanese needs to be more
focused on wealth creation. You just have to look around in the country and see
the low involvement of Afro Guyanese in large scale business, be it commerce,
agriculture, fishing etc. Ova hey in Canada; Black people have been here since
in the 18 & 19 century and have been surpassed by others economically, socially,
politically and culturally. Newcomers, especially Asians have come long after and
we see thriving communities in all aspects of Canadian life. There are serious
issues that needs to be addressed by Black leaders when another group can
show much progress given the same opportunity. And on the other hand there is
the crime stats.
 2△ ▽

KD  • 7 months ago • edited

• Reply •

> ramjohn

Do Not Substitute Empathy for Ignorance!

On the surface things appear to be so - at first! I truly believe you were
trying to show empathy with racial undertones!

But it isn't entirely true of any race. Some pretend to understand what
they honestly cannot: I have seen the kind of racism that prevents
targeted minorities from ever rising no matter how close they get to that
gateway to be rich! Does the Uyghur in China share your view too?

That should be obvious! Skewed realities surround the Afro races! Is JZ or
Beyonce and many other black entrepreneurs too poor for this missive?
Are they lazy! Are they NOT investors? So much for that!

Was it nice for both PPP+PNC to have repossessed all progressive deals
whenever they get into power? Does that in anyway snatch away people's
legacy?

When capatalist systems were designed there were assumptions about
who would be spinning the wheel and who would reap!

Brother Ramson, if you have problems with the sources that inform your
decisions and judgement start by asking the Vatican what it thinks about
your claims!

Calm yourself and reflect brother.. Identity politics is harmful to any
society!
△ ▽

weir  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> ramjohn

Well said. Have you or the Afros(Black people) ever noticed that in any
country where there is a multiracial and only Afro(Black people) alone or
the greater majority are Afro(Black people) living in a community/area,
that community/area is depressed?
△ ▽

Count Brasenose • 7 months ago

• Reply •

"His comments, including the accusation that the former APNU+AFC failed the
black community"

I must reluctantly agree with the aforementioned comment. IT'S TRUE!
△ ▽

Buxton • 7 months ago

• Reply •

Just tek back de contract
 1△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

Buxton  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> Guest

Yes ….50/50 fuh us
 1△ ▽

Krish Lall • 7 months ago

Ramson needs to stick to the facts of what he is defending. stop being young &
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• Reply •

reckless ! Show & explain how the contractor is qualified to get the contract &
was the best choice when compared to the other bidders . If Ramson wants to
address social issues in the Afro Guyanese community , then he can do so in the
appropriate forum ; he will do better to address also the rum drinking , domestic
abuses & violence, & suicide that is prevalent in the Indian communities.
 1△ ▽

Martin  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> Krish Lall

The young & arrogant Ramson should have never gone there!! 
He banned the GCB, in the past, from using the National Cricket
Stadium!!
△ ▽

Rosanne Blair • 7 months ago

• Reply •

There may be truth in this assertion as to the art or secret of making money or a
fortune in British Guiana.... but what is the state of the people.....vice and
misery,crime and want are apparently and sadly conspicuous around us. Look at
the streets of Georgetown where vice daily flaunts itself more..... Bronkhutst
 1△ ▽

weir • 7 months ago

• Reply •

Ramson have spoken the truth and yet it is hard for so many Afro-Guyanese who
don't want to face realityt to understand.
 2△ ▽

Krish Lall  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> weir

Mr Ramson should stick to the issue at hand . Show how the selected
contractor is the best choice. He can address the nation's social issues at
an appropriate forum. Afro Guyanese , like every other group , have
shortcomings that can be addressed at the right time & place.
△ ▽

Quincy Bailey • 7 months ago

• Reply •

Spoken like someone who were never involved in a discussion about race but
then again most members of people progressive party haven't done so it's as if
they are so contemptuous of others that whatever they precive you to be that's it
and in adopting such attitude place Guyana in a very difficult position in regards
to race relations. What is disgusting to me is to see Afro -Guyanese members of
the party trying to defend this fundamentally racist statement. Hits & Jams don't
speak for Afro-Guyanese and never has
△ ▽

Ralph • 7 months ago

• Reply •

Guyanese politicians are like diapers!!!!! They are full of chit and needs to be
changed often!!!!!
△ ▽

Dr. Victor • 7 months ago • edited

• Reply •

This is not about black and Indian , They all are capable of the same sins against
taxpayers, some are now justifying by handing to others
△ ▽

WCstar  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> Dr. Victor

You are correct. It is about Right and Wrong. 
It was so wrong for Burnham to drop in on the local political scene in the
Fifties and DEMAND ; Leader or Nothing else. 
Well, he had it all for twenty-eight rigging years.
△ ▽

Dr. Victor • 7 months ago • edited

• Reply •

Teefers do have pride and a story for saint Peter, I offered the Apple but I did not
force you to eat,  
No one will getaway from their sins against taxpayers it may look ok but no one
will escape justice
 1△ ▽

WCstar  • 7 months ago> Dr. Victor

People not only "thief" Taxpayers' Money. You know what else they thief.
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• Reply •

Right ?
△ ▽

Dr. Victor  • 7 months ago • edited

• Reply •

> WCstar

Taxpayers money when stolen the whole of Guyana will suffer ,  
Water, light , poor road construction, the health of the entire
NATION from infants to great grandparents, education, and much
more, services that Guyanese deserves. 
Revolutions are fought on different fronts, for justice of the poor,
we will debate on that subject another time do read up on why
Ghandi wanted a revolution, but it caused too many, 
Leave it for another time, we will have to be civil to mix our
opinions,
△ ▽

James • 7 months ago

• Reply •

This Ramson guy is a lazy thinker 
When PNC have all them thinkers
△ ▽

Amen-ra • 7 months ago

• Reply •

Ramson could talk until the cows come home , if kashief and Shanghai wasn't
supporters of ppp and didn't help the ppp in linden as two black men they
wouldn't have gotten that contract, cronyism as it's best .
△ ▽

WCstar  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> Amen-ra

Who the PNC ever assisted without getting any financial support and / or
proxy help from them ?
 1△ ▽

Amen-ra  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> WCstar

At least the pnc never used state assets to enrich their supporters
or else afro guyanese would've owned everything in Guyana.
 1△ ▽

MR TURBO • 7 months ago • edited

• Reply •

...this Boy knows he could say whatever he wanted to say about Afro Guyanese
to that radio personality because he knows his installed PPP Govt owns those 
folks who run that radio station, no educated Afro Guyanese person would have
allowed that BOY to 
talk about his people like that, these are the Afro Guyanese folks i talk about
negatively, these are the 
soup drinkers who would do anything for their PPP masters, including influencing
the minds of those young  
Afro Guyanese boys and girls, it started 23 years ago under the Roger Khan
/Jagdeo Govt. There must be a sustain effort by the Afro Guyanese community to
switch their radio 
dials to other programs other than HITS N JAMS, they do not have the Afro
Guyanese at heart, Granger 
should have introduced a 20 million license fees on these PPP lackeys..........
△ ▽

Tim Dant  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> MR TURBO

That Boy has more intelligence in his little finger than you have in your
entire body.
 2△  ▽ 2

MR TURBO  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> Tim Dant

Look who is talking, Tim Dunce........
△ ▽

Marc103  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> Tim Dant

I think you are right about the location of his intelligence. Would
you know if his intelligence is stuck there? Asking for a friend.
△ ▽

Amen-ra  • 7 months ago> Tim Dant
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• Reply •

If he was intelligent he wouldn't have made a bias and prejudice
statement as such, it's goes to show you no better than him.
△ ▽

Kingstonmaan  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> MR TURBO

Every time these people brought foreign artistes into Guyana which was
almost monthly the crime rate went up...Ali as Minister of Tourism
introduced the Big Stinking Main St. Lime at Christmas with big Sound
Systems blasting away in front of Sacred Heart Church....total
degradation of the Social Standards of the Guyanese Society.
 1△ ▽

Horace • 7 months ago

• Reply •

As a political watcher, I am leaninng towards giving this guy a pass and an
opportunity to re calibrate his political posturing for him to figure out his own
pathway towards the big prize. However I am hard pressed not to goin the chorus
of calling him out here. One of the most detestable things in life is racisn in view.
 1△ ▽

radar21 • 7 months ago

• Reply •

Was the Minister wrong when he said the PNC has failed black people? What
has the PNC done for black people except keep them poor and dependent on
government job?
 7△  ▽ 1

PC 305  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> radar21

The minister said that they are no black role models, especially because
they're not rich.
△ ▽

Buxton  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> PC 305

Who in dem rite mind gonna use yuh as a role model??
 1△ ▽

PC 305  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> Buxton

I was waiting fuh yuh😀😄...check kranicle fuh the answer.
 1△ ▽

Amen-ra  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> radar21

And isn't the ppp doing the same with cane cutters keeping them in the
fields what progress is that when in other countries sugar is mechanized.
△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

Amen-ra  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> Guest

You said it cronyism is the way to go when you're a
politician.
△ ▽

Carifta • 7 months ago • edited

• Reply •

Clearly this young man knows absolutely nothing about the history of this country,
it’s almost like the installed President making several blunders at the UN with the
word reparations, a word and concept that he know absolutely nothing about.
This fellow should do the right thing and step down.

#RamsonMustGo 
#JagdeoMustGo
 1△  ▽ 1

Matthew  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> Carifta

#CariftaMustGo 
#TurboMustGo 
#DuncesMustGo
 1△ ▽

Buxton  • 7 months ago> Carifta

Everybady must go hehehehe hehehehe
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• Reply •

Everybady must go ….hehehehe hehehehe  
Wat a Clown
 1△ ▽

radar21  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> Carifta

His grandfather was the treasurer of the PNC and his father was the AG. I
think he knows something about the history of Guyana.
 3△ ▽

Carifta  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> radar21

Being a member of the PNC does not mean that the history of
slavery or indentureship was though or handed down to this
youngster. Guyana needs to seriously look and teaching in the
schools the correct history, and how the British created the division
of the ethnic groups of Guyana.
△ ▽

WCstar  • 7 months ago

• Reply •

> radar21

TREASURER of the PNC !! Oh lord, aah fainting. He knows, He
knows and He certainly knows.

THUNDERING TYPHOONS !!!
 3△ ▽

WCstar • 7 months ago

• Reply •

What is the matter with the Hob. Minister ?

Doesn't he know that Sophia owns the whole of the " Real Estate " of Bretheren
and Sistren ?
△ ▽

Burch01 • 7 months ago

The Ministers comments are a reflection of the misguided analysis and beliefs
that Freedumb House has of the followers of APNU and by implication, that of
Afro- Guyanese.

Consequently, one can infer that those Afro- Guyanese welcomed into the fold by
the PPPc have been deliberately targeted for possessing different qualities
resulting in a ( US vs Dem) syndrome. Is it any wonder that the Unions in the
Public Sector has been treated with such contempt and disrespect?……They are
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